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Available for Atari, Commodore 64 
and IBM PC. 
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Available for Atari and Commodore 64. 
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Available f or Atari and Commodore 64. 
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Asylum 

A crazed maniac is about to blow up the world. 
You know his secret but you're thought mad 
and trapped in an asylum which is a maze 
of strange rooms and stranger inmates. 3-D 
graphics make you feel you're there in this 
adventure . Full sentence input helps you get 
out. But can you? Or is it too late for the world? 
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Danger Ranger 

The treasure awaits across the way! You'll 
brave acid rain and deadly fireballs to collect 
it.You can duck, you can dodge, or you can 
shoot to kill in this fast-paced game of wit and 
skill. But what will you do when the floating 
eye fires deadly fireballs? 
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Pogo Joe 

The Mutated Wonderwhisk goes whisking by. 
Close call, Pogo Joe! Then here come all sorts 
of other nasties after our little man as he rides 
his pogo stick across fields of cylinders. 32 
screens of soaring fun await as Pogo bounces 
merrily away to lively music that'll brighten 
up any day. 



Available for Atari and Commodore 64. 
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Playful Professor 

Math is fun and games? It is now. Each correct 
answer to a problem brings players closer to 
the treasure. Give an incorrect answer and the 
professor shows you where you went wrong. 
Kids of all ages learn the basics of addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division. But 
basically, it's just an awful lot of fun. 

Enter a world shrouded with mystery. Inhabited by Wyverns, Saber
toothed tigers and the Undead. Filled with trap wires, acid pools, and 
poisonous gases. It's high adventure for higher stakes and as you 
make your way toward hidden treasures you build your skills and 
wealth. Save your character and challenge all four games, or try to 
conquer one again and again. Each game changes everytime you play. 

Available for Atari, Commodore 64, Apple 
and!BMPC. 
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Dunzhin 

Deep in the bowels of a forgotten dungeon 
lies unknown wealth beyond your wildest 
dreams.With a good sword, a lot of cunning, 
and a little magic, you begin your quest against 
evil of monsterous proportions. At last you 
reach the bottom of the dungeon! You're 
half way home. 

Available for Atari, Commodore 64 and Apple. 
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Available for Atari, Commodore 64 andApple . 
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Available for Atar4 Commodore 64 andApple. 

Kaiv 

Don't move a muscle! Don't bat an eye! No 
matter what you encounter in the cave, you 
must remain calm.Your thoughts clear. Do you 
fight like a gladiator, or like a fox? Your fate 
hangs in the balance. 
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The call of the wilderness has never been more 
treacherous. But out there lies the Ultimate 
Treasure, and only the best laid plans will 
capture it. So check your supplies. Study your 
map. Hope for good weather.And watch where 
you step! 
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Ziggurat 

The Mayan Pyramid has one way in. But is 
there a way out? Go left. Right. Down. Up. 
Which way is up? The most bewildering maze 
ever created faces you. It's filled with horrors, 
and stories you may never tell. 




